The opportunities to capture images have been increasing because portable digital cameras have become popular. The conditions for image capturing are changed by illumination, object, environment, camera system etc. Therefore, a captured image often has poor contrast by influences of these factors. When the contrast of a captured image is not good, a method for contrast improvement by software may be useful. The various conventional methods for contrast improvement have been proposed. Especially, the histogram equalization (HE) are well known as general methods and is used frequently. However, an effective contrast improvement does not always work or an unnatural output image with too strong enhancement visually is often generated by the method. This paper proposes a method for contrast improvement to generate an output image with a balance of higher contrast and visual naturalness. In the proposed method, not only a distribution of all gray-levels in an input image but also a distribution of quadratic differential values at all pixels are used for generating LUT (Look-Up- Table) . Fig.1 shows the process flow of the proposed method. Both a histogram to represent a distribution of gray-levels and a histogram to represent a distribution of quadratic differential values are generated from an input image. The frequency of a gray-level is divided by the frequency of the corresponding quadratic differential values to avoid from the increase of noises and from the too strong contrast enhancement with the saturation of brightness. Next, every frequency in a generated histogram is accumulated sequentially from the minimum gray-level. The accumulated histogram is converted into LUT by normalizing the maximum value in the histogram becomes 255. The gray-levels of all pixels in an input image are converted by using the generated LUT as shown in Fig.1 .
The experimrental results showed that the gadient histogram method (GH) often did not work effectively in the low gray levels area. In the output image by HE, the brightness was often saturated at the parts with higher contrast and many conspicuous noises appeared in the even brightness areas such as the background region. The output images by the proposed method had good balance of higher contrast and visual naturalness without many noises and brightness saturation in comparison with the results by GH and HE. This paper proposes a method for contrast improvement to generate an output image with a balance of higher contrast and visual naturalness. In the proposed method, not only a distribution of all gray-levels in an input image but also a distribution of quadratic differential values at all pixels are used for generating Look-Up- Table. Both a histogram to represent a distribution of gray-levels and a histogram to represent a distribution of quadratic differential values are generated. The frequency of a gray-level is divided by the frequency of the corresponding quadratic differential values to avoid from the increase of noises and from the too strong contrast enhancement with the saturation of brightness. The output images by the proposed method had good balance of higher contrast and visual naturalness without many noises and brightness saturation. 
